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Purchase Options
1. Licence (1 per machine, without expiry).
2. Licence (1 per machine, without expiry), with 1 Yellow or Violet Valiani Interchangeable Head.
3. Licence (1 per machine, without expiry), with 1 Yellow and Violet Valiani Interchangeable Heads.

For more information, please contact your local dealer or visit www.valiani.com/m3
The promotional offer of inclusive interchangeable heads is for a limited period only.
Interchangeable Heads are also available to buy separately.

System Requirements
Operating system
Processor
Disk Space
RAM
Display Resolution

Vista, XP
Intel Pentium 300 MHz
5 GB
512 MB
1024x768

One USB port and Future Mat Designer ver 4.6.3 or above

Via delle Regioni 305
50052 Certaldo - Firenze (ITALIA)
tel +39 0571 666598 | fax +39 0571 663454
info@valiani.com www.valiani.com
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Introducing the Valiani M3 Packaging Creator, an advanced software application
specifically designed for the Valiani range of computerised mat board cutting
machines for the production of packaging, display cases and other cardboard based
3D objects.
The M3 Packaging Creator is a comprehensive software application that helps Valiani
customers not only provide more services, but reduce production time and wastage.
M3 Packaging Creator has been created to extend your Valiani machines capability, to
allow you to design, cut and fold, over 350 fully customizable and parametric templates.
M3 Packaging Creator is fully integrated with Valiani Future Mat Designer®, allowing
users to edit any designs, customize them and finally export to the Future Mat Designer®
with cutting commands intact.
The M3 Packaging Creator is a development of an award-winning system that has
been the leader in the design and production of packaging for the last 10 years,
appreciated by thousands of end-users worldwide.

Features include

Choose from over 350 fully customisable
templates from numerous packaging
concepts. Previews available in 3D and
templates organised into sub categories.

Measuring Tools
For quick check of actual sizes and
convenient re-dimensioning designs.
Integrated Cutting Command
For quicker set up and to reduced downtime
on the mount cutter.
Peace of Mind
Easy-to-Use Interface with Quick Set-up &
Training. Free software updates and future
optional plug-ins.
Intuitive Tools
The software is specially configured for
packaging design enabling designers to
solve any task, with added Valiani shortcuts to
assemble colour coded cutting paths.

Live Parametric Components for adjustment of
sizes throughout the design process. Whether
to cut or fold, colored line art (when export
via Future Mat Designer®) intuitively uses
applicable Valiani Interchangeable Heads

Future Mat Designer®
Export in Valiani .HPGL file format for easy
transfer to the mount cutter and immediate set
up of the Interchangeable Head system.
Graphics Import/Export formats
(.BMP, .JPG, .PNG, .GIF, .TIFF, .WMF). For
exporting complex designs to graphics
programs and for generation of 3D models.
Design Import/Export formats
(.DXF, .DDE, .CFF, .EPS, .AI, .PDF, .N, .HPGL,
.DWG .) For seamless integration with the
graphics design and die-making workflow.

Produce client side printouts for design
and workflow information.
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